Loading instructions for the abrasive plant in Lünen
Entrance and exit for lorries
Please register yourself as a driver at the terminals with your transport number.
It is no longernecessary to go to the gatehouse. At the terminals, you will receive the following
information and documents in 12 different languages *:
* Languages: German, English, Spanish, Polish, Czech, Russian, Hungarian, Bulgarian, Turkish, French, Italian, Romanian

Entrance:
1. Selection of dialogue language by driver
2. Entry of transport number(s)
3. Presentation and confirmation of safety instructions
4. Entry of number plate details, driver name
5. Query of permissible total weight
 First weighing is done, loading list is printed and barrier opens automatically
Exit:
1. Selection of dialogue language by driver
2. Scanning of load list barcode or entry of transport number by driver
 Second weighing is done, presentation of order data
3. Termination of process, or confirmation with driver's signature
 Printout of delivery notes including signature, barrier opens automatically
Please note:
The automatic entrance barrier will only open upon entry of a valid 6-digit transport
number. A retrospective issuance on-site or other opening of the barrier by our staff is not
possible; this means that loading cannot take place without a transport number.
In addition, the exit barrier will only open under strict compliance with the legally
permissible total weight. If this is not complied with, it is mandatory for the lorry to be
unloaded on the plant premises.
If you have any questions or problems, our staff will be pleased to help you with remote
maintenance in German or English. They can be reached via the communication buttons
found at the terminals. However, please note that our employees cannot grant access to our
plant premises without a valid transport number or adequate means of communication.
For your safety, it is also important that you can understand the simple safety instructions
from our on-site staff at the plant premises, which are in German.
Many Thanks!
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